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harge accumulation in
a heteroleptic copper(I)-anthraquinone molecular
dyad via proton-coupled electron transfer†

Zhu-Lin Xie, a Nikita Gupta, ab Jens Niklas, a Oleg G. Poluektov, a

Vincent M. Lynch,c Ksenija D. Glusac ab and Karen L. Mulfort *a

Developing efficient photocatalysts that perform multi electron redox reactions is critical to achieving solar

energy conversion. One can reach this goal by developing systems whichmimic natural photosynthesis and

exploit strategies such as proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) to achieve photochemical charge

accumulation. We report herein a heteroleptic Cu(I)bis(phenanthroline) complex, Cu-AnQ, featuring

a fused phenazine-anthraquinone moiety that photochemically accumulates two electrons in the

anthraquinone unit via PCET. Full spectroscopic and electrochemical analyses allowed us to identify the

reduced species and revealed that up to three electrons can be accumulated in the phenazine-

anthraquinone ring system under electrochemical conditions. Continuous photolysis of Cu-AnQ in the

presence of sacrificial electron donor produced doubly reduced monoprotonated photoproduct

confirmed unambiguously by X-ray crystallography. Formation of this photoproduct indicates that

a PCET process occurred during illumination and two electrons were accumulated in the system. The

role of the heteroleptic Cu(I)bis(phenanthroline) moiety participating in the photochemical charge

accumulation as a light absorber was evidenced by comparing the photolysis of Cu-AnQ and the free

AnQ ligand with less reductive triethylamine as a sacrificial electron donor, in which photogenerated

doubly reduced species was observed with Cu-AnQ, but not with the free ligand. The thermodynamic

properties of Cu-AnQ were examined by DFT which mapped the probable reaction pathway for

photochemical charge accumulation and the capacity for solar energy stored in the process. This study

presents a unique system built on earth-abundant transition metal complex to store electrons, and tune

the storage of solar energy by the degree of protonation of the electron acceptor.
Introduction

Photocatalysis targeted at CO2 reduction, hydrogen evolution
and water oxidation for solar energy conversion has drawn
considerable attention due to the nite amount of fossil fuels
and the aggravated outcome of their combustion.1–5 Since these
reactions involve transferring multiple electrons/holes as ener-
getic products are generated, efficient photocatalysis can be
difficult to achieve if traditional catalysts that operate in single-
electron transfer mechanism are utilized.6–8 This issue can be
addressed by developing catalytic systems that operate via
photochemically accumulated charge transfer steps coupled
with proton transfers, the strategy employed by natural
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photosynthesis. In nature, the oxygen evolving center (OEC) in
photosystem II (PS II) undergoes four proton-coupled electron
transfer (PCET) processes induced by photoexcitation, which
accumulates oxidative equivalents for molecular oxygen gener-
ation and avoids the formation of high energy intermediates.9–12

The electrons are transferred through a cascade of cofactors,
which include quinones, the important electron carriers that
accept two pairs of electrons and protons aer electron transfer
processes.13–15 At the end of the electron transfer chain, NADP+

is reduced with two electrons and one proton, and the resulting
NAPH molecules are eventually used in the Calvin cycle for CO2

assimilation.16,17 The combination of charge accumulation and
PCET renders the natural photosynthetic system efficient and
robust, which converts solar energy into chemical fuels.

Biomimetic donor–acceptor assemblies have provided
a fundamental understanding of how to integrate and control
photochemical charge accumulation and PCET in photo-
catalytic systems.6,7 The rst molecular system that implements
photochemical charge accumulation and PCET was reported by
Konduri et al.18,19 In these studies, two dinuclear Ru(II)
complexes with extended p-conjugated bridging ligands based
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235 | 10219
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Chart 1 Photoactive heteroleptic Cu(I) complexes studied in this
paper, Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-DPPZ. Superscripts indicate charges carried
by Cu. The notation of the mesPhen ligand is omitted from the naming
system as it is not the focus of this study.
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on phenazine and/or quinone demonstrated reversible charge
accumulation of two and four electrons, respectively, upon
photoexcitation in the presence of a sacricial electron donor.
Protonation of the nitrogen or oxygen atoms at the central
ligand was shown to couple with the formation of the reduced
product by the mechanism of two sequential one-electron
processes under basic conditions, or a bielectronic process
under neutral or slightly acidic conditions.20 Later, the Wenger
group developed a covalently-linked unconjugated pentad
complex (TAA-Ru-AQ-Ru-TAA) composed of triarylamine (TAA),
Ru tris-bipyridine and the anthraquinone (AQ) and demon-
strated that the charge-separated state with two electrons stored
at the anthraquinone moiety was accessed upon photo-illumi-
nation.21,22 Importantly, a considerably longer lived charge-
separated state was observed under acidic conditions21 than
in neat solvent.22 These studies underscore a key benet of
PCET, namely, stabilization of a highly reduced species which
leads to improvement in the lifetime of the charge accumulated
state. However, this increased stability of the protonated,
charge-separated state is oen achieved with a coincident
decrease in energy, essentially reducing the possible amount of
solar energy that could be used for fuels catalysis. A potential
solution to this issue is to store photogenerated electrons at
more reducing potentials by judicial design of the structure of
the donor–acceptor assembly. This has been manifested, for
example, in the [(phen)2Ru(tatpp)Ru(phen)2][PF6]4 system23 by
changing the bridging linear tetraazapentacene ligand into one
with a 120° bend which resulted in a ∼500 mV negative shi of
the reduction potential of the ligand, or in Ru-
dipyridonphenazine-pyridoquinolinone system24,25 by modi-
fying the pyridoquinolinone moiety to a pyridoquinolinone-
oxime derivative, inducing a negative shi of the rst and
second reduction potential by −0.24 V and −0.14 V, respec-
tively. These reports exemplify that effective structural modi-
cation of the acceptor can alter the molecular electrochemical
response so that optimal photochemical charge accumulation
systems with high energy conversion efficiency can be achieved.

The examples described above have provided important
insight into the molecular design components needed to support
PCET-enabled charge accumulation, although these and several
other examples are all built upon the Ru(II)tris(bipyridine)
photosensitizer module.26–29 The photoactive Ru(II) center has
shown outstanding photophysical and photochemical properties,
but the use of precious metals prevents the application of such
molecular systems to sustainable large-scale catalysis,30 yet there
are few reports describing photochemical charge accumulation
achieved without precious metals.31,32 Among the rst-row pho-
toactive transition metal complexes, Cu(I)diimine complexes are
of special interest and have been regarded as a potential substi-
tute for the quintessential Ru(II)poly(pyridyl) photosensitizers.33–35

The d10 Cu(I) center allows the Cu(I)diimine complexes to access
the metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) state by absorbing
visible light ranging from 400 to 550 nm.35 The excited state
lifetimes of Cu(I)diimine complexes were historically shorter than
Ru(II)poly(pyridyl) complexes,33,36 but a large and growing litera-
ture has explored ligand designs that can extend their excited
state lifetimes well into the microsecond regime.37–41
10220 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235
Furthermore, the ease of oxidation of the Cu(I) center results in
these complexes acting as strong electron donors during photo-
chemical processes.42–44 These exceptional electro- and photo-
chemical features of the Cu(I)diimine complexes have gained
interest for their applications in dye-sensitized solar cells,30

photocatalysis,45 and light emitting diodes,46 for example.
In this report, we describe the rst molecular donor–

acceptor assembly, Cu+-AnQ, built upon a Cu(I)diimine chro-
mophore fused with phenazine-anthraquinone (AnQ) moiety
for photochemical charge accumulation (Chart 1). We demon-
strate that, upon visible light illumination, the extended p-
conjugation of the AnQ ligand is capable of storing two elec-
trons at the anthraquinone moiety in the presence of a sacri-
cial electron donor via a PCET process, which generates the
doubly reduced, monoprotonated product Cu+-AnQH− that is
stable for at least 24 hours. DFT calculations show that the
basicity of Cu+-AnQH− is signicantly lower than the basicity of
the doubly reduced, unprotonated species Cu+-AnQ2− because
of the unique curvature designed into the ligand. As a result,
monoprotonation of Cu-AnQ not only stabilizes the photo-
generated two-electron reduced state, but also avoids substan-
tial energy loss associated with protonation. This study
demonstrates a distinct strategy for improving the yield of solar
energy conversion in molecular systems by controlling the
protonation state of photoproducts and provides important
foundational knowledge for integrating photochemical charge
accumulation in photocatalytic systems.
Results
Molecule design, syntheses and structural characterization

To engineer a charge accumulation site with Cu complexes, we
designed the dyad Cu+-AnQ by utilizing the Cu HETPHEN
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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strategy, developed by Schmittel et al.47–49 This method is
effective for the synthesis of heteroleptic Cu(I)bis(phenanthro-
line) complexes by using 2,9-dimesityl-1,10-phenanthroline
(mesPhen) as a blocking ligand that prevents bis(mesPhen)
coordination and allows the ligation of a second, different
ligand to the Cu(I) center. Here the second phenanthroline
ligand was derivatized to fuse an anthraquinone moiety, form-
ing a p-conjugated dipyridophenazine-anthraquinone ligand
(AnQ). The decreasing energy level follows the order of Cu(I)
center, phenazine, anthraquinone, and is designed to realize
a directional energy cascade from Cu(I) to anthraquinone. The
ability of anthraquinone to accept multiple electrons and
protons makes Cu+-AnQ a good candidate for studying charge
accumulation and PCET, as demonstrated in similar molecular
assemblies based on Ru(II) chromophores and anthraquinone,
developed by Wenger and coworkers,21,22,50,51 but importantly
here we investigating a model system using only earth-
abundant elements. We have also synthesized Cu+-DPPZ and
2,17-dimethylnaphtho[2,3-h]dipyrido[3,2-a:2′,3′-c]phenazine-
8,13-dione (MeAnQ) as control molecules to compare with the
spectroscopic investigation and photochemical inquiry of Cu+-
AnQ. MeAnQ is analogous to the free ligand, AnQ, but the methyl
groups increase the solubility in acetonitrile from the uncoor-
dinated ligand AnQ, whose strong p–p stacking interaction
results in very low solubility and prevented us from obtaining
the solution phase properties of the ligand.

The synthesis of the Cu+-AnQ dyad is summarized in Scheme
1 and full details are presented in the ESI.† Briey, a stoichio-
metric amount of [Cu(MeCN)4](PF6) and mesPhen ligand were
mixed in deaerated dichloromethane, producing a yellow
solution of [Cu(mesPhen)(MeCN)2](PF6). The intermediate was
Scheme 1 Synthesis of Cu+-AnQ, Cu+-DPPZ and MeAnQ.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
then treated with one equivalent of 1,10-phenanthroline-5,6-
dione (Phendione) to afford the building block
[Cu(mesPhen)(Phendione)](PF6) in 96% yield. Complex Cu+-
AnQ was formed through a condensation between
[Cu(mesPhen)(Phendione)](PF6) and 1,2-diaminoan-
thraquinone under reuxing conditions in ethanol and a cata-
lytic amount of acetic acid for seven days. Complex Cu+-DPPZ
was synthesized according to the Cu HETPHEN method and
following literature precedent52 for the DPPZ ligand. The ligand
MeAnQ was synthesized according to the reported procedure.53

Proton NMR spectroscopy was employed to identify the
target complexes. The NMR shows that the extension of p-
conjugation with an anthraquinone moiety does not impact the
local electronic environment of the mesPhen protons, as shown
by the fact that the proton signals derived from the mesPhen of
Cu+-DPPZ exhibit comparable values with those of Cu+-AnQ
(Fig. S5 and S7†). However, the coordination of AnQ to
[Cu(mesPhen)]1+ breaks the C2 symmetry of the complex,
resulting in a splitting of the proton signals from mesPhen.
Also, we observe signicant downeld shis for the protons in
the immediate phenanthroline moiety of the AnQ ligand as
compared to that for DPPZ (protons H3, H3′, H4, H5 in Fig. S5
and S7†). The change of chemical shi is related to the
anthraquinone moiety which acts as an electron withdrawing
group that pulls electron density away from the DPPZ moiety.

The crystal structure of Cu+-AnQ was obtained via vapor
diffusion of diethyl ether to an acetonitrile solution of Cu+-AnQ.
Fig. 1A shows that the Cu(I) center is coordinated with four N
atoms from two ligands in a pseudo-tetrahedral geometry with
an s4 value of 0.67 (1 for perfect tetrahedral and 0 for perfect
square planar54). The C]O bond distances on the AnQ ligand
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235 | 10221
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are 1.223(2) and 1.217(2) Å, conrming the double bond nature
of the carbonyl group and are comparable to the literature
values for quinone molecules.21 The bond distances of Cu–N
range from 1.99 to 2.09 Å, with the two Cu–N bonds to mesPhen
being both the shortest and the longest in the structure
(1.9967(15) Å, 2.0910(15) Å). This derives from the signicant
structural distortion of mesPhen coordination, where the
mesPhen ligand binds with the Cu(I) center in the “pacman”
orientation.55 This preferential orientation in the solid state
results in one mesityl aryl ring that stacks with the AnQ ligand
plane through p–p interactions and the other aryl ring dangles
away, avoiding being parallel with the AnQ ligand. This distor-
tion paves the way for Cu+-AnQ to form dimer structures in
crystal lattice, shown in Fig. 1B. The dimers in the solid phase
arise through the p–p interactions between the two AnQ ligand
planes with a distance of 3.398 Å. Together with the interactions
between the mesityl groups and the AnQ ligands, individual
complexes are piled forming 1D columns in the crystal lattice
(Fig. S14 and S15†).

The dimer formation observed in the solid state structure
persists to some extent in the solution phase, as conrmed by
a concentration dependence of the 1H NMR peak shis for both
Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-DPPZ. The protons from AnQ and DPPZ show
an upeld shi as their concentration in CD3CN increases
(Fig. S11 and S12†), which suggests dimerization of individual
molecules in the solution state as depicted in Fig. 1C. Such
dimerization in the solution state has been observed in Ru(II)
and Os(II) complexes coordinated to planar extended p-conju-
gated ligands, such as TPPHZ56,57 and eilatin.58,59 These
complexes tend to stack in head-to-tail fashion via
Fig. 1 (A) ORTEP diagram of Cu+-AnQ (50% thermal ellipsoids; all hydro
structure of Cu+-AnQ in crystal lattice. (C) Schematic presentation of dim
dimer and monomer Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-DPPZ in acetonitrile affected by
the association constant KD.

10222 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235
intermolecular p–p interactions by the p-conjugated ligands.
The dimer model60,61 was used to t the shi of the proton
signals yielding an association constant KD = 61.3 for Cu+-AnQ
and 3.7 for Cu+-DPPZ (for details see ESI†). An important
implication of the different ability of the two complexes to form
dimers is that for a given concentration, a larger fraction of Cu+-
AnQ occurs as a dimer than does Cu+-DPPZ. As shown in
Fig. 1D, it is evident that at a concentration of 0.2 mM there is
99% of Cu+-DPPZ exists as monomer and 97% of Cu+-AnQ is in
the monomer form. Therefore, we kept both complexes at
0.2 mM for subsequent electro/photochemical studies to avoid
the impact of dimerization on these properties.

Steady state optical and electrochemical characterization

The steady state UV-vis spectra of Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-DPPZ in
acetonitrile solution exhibit metal-to-ligand charge transfer
(MLCT) bands at around 460 nm (Fig. 2A and Table 1). However,
Cu+-AnQ displays stronger MLCT absorption, which is about
45% more intense than that of Cu+-DPPZ. In the UV region, we
observe moderately structured bands at 385 and 401 nm for Cu+-
AnQ and 356 and 374 nm for Cu+-DPPZ, which are assigned to
ligand centered (LC) transitions, withCu+-AnQ presenting higher
absorbance in these transitions. The red-shi of the LC transi-
tion from Cu+-AnQ clearly indicates that the AnQ ligand has
lower energy level than DPPZ due to the extended p-conjugation
that includes the anthraquinone moiety. Further, the LC band of
Cu+-AnQ aligns with the absorption of the uncoordinated ligand
MeAnQ, suggesting that the Cu ligation does not impact the local
electronic property of the ligand, the evidence of electronic
decoupling between the Cu center and ligand.
gen atoms and the counterion PF6− are omitted for clarity). (B) Dimer
erization of Cu+-AnQ in acetonitrile. (D) Calculated molar fractions of
the total concentration of the complex. The calculation was based on

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (A) Experimental UV-vis spectra ofCu+-AnQ,Cu+-DPPZ and MeAnQ in acetonitrile (concentrations of themeasurements were kept below
0.2mM); (B) cyclic voltammogramofCu+-AnQ andCu+-DPPZ in acetonitrile (0.2mM forCu+-AnQ, 1 mM forCu+-DPPZ, 0.1 M TBAPF6; working:
Pt disc, counter: Pt wire, reference: Ag/Ag+ non-aqueous with ferrocene as internal standard; scan rate = 100 mV s−1; arrows indicate the
direction of the scan).

Table 1 Summary of optical and electrochemical characterization of Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-DPPZ

Complexes lmax/nm (3/M−1 cm−1)
E (Cu2+/1+)
(V vs. SCE)

E (Q0/1−)a

(V vs. SCE)
E (Q1−/2−)a

(V vs. SCE)
E (Phz0/1−)a

(V vs. SCE)
E (BL0/1−)a

(V vs. SCE)

Cu+-AnQ 385 (18 361), 401 (18 817), 461 (9304) +0.52 −0.53 −1.05 −1.55 −1.77
Cu+-DPPZ 356 (11 435), 374 (11 330), 464 (6319) +0.50 −1.13 −1.70

Edge Article Chemical Science
The electrochemical properties of Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-DPPZ
were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in acetonitrile
containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexauorophosphate
(TBAPF6) as the electrolyte (Fig. 2B and Table 1). Both complexes
exhibit a quasi-reversible Cu(II/I) redox couple at +0.52 V vs. SCE
for Cu+-AnQ and +0.50 V vs. SCE for Cu+-DPPZ. The quasi-
reversibility of the Cu oxidation is a result of the pseudo
Jahn–Teller distortion of Cu(II) center, which attens the coor-
dination geometry of Cu from tetrahedral towards square
planar.62–64 In addition, the almost identical oxidation potential
found in both complexes indicates that the Cu centers of Cu+-
AnQ and Cu+-DPPZ have similar electronic structure, which is
attributed to the negligible electronic inuence from the
anthraquinone moiety due to the long distance between the Cu
center and anthraquinone moiety. Such weak electronic
coupling has been observed in other Ru/Os/Cu bimetallic
complexes with two metals bridged by TPPHZ-like ligands;62,65

this further exemplies that although the p-electrons in the
ring system might act as a “wire” for excited state electron
transfer, the ground state electronic environment of the metal
center remains relatively localized at the rst and second
coordination sphere.

Turning to the reduction side, Cu+-AnQ exhibits four ligand-
based reductions. The rst two reductions with E1/2 = −0.53 V
and −1.05 V vs. SCE are assigned to the rst and second
reductions of the anthraquinone moiety, generating the singly
reduced Cu+-AnQ− and doubly reduced Cu+-AnQ2− species.
These anthraquinone reduction potentials are positively shied
by around 400 mV compared to the free anthraquinone
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
compound in acetonitrile (Fig. S17†) and around 300 mV with
respect to the complex featuring an anthraquinone unit linked
with Ru(bpy)3 chromophore(s) reported by Orazietti et al.22 The
slight positive shi of the rst two reduction potentials for Cu+-
AnQ is ascribed to the fact that the anthraquinone moiety is
fused with the phenazine unit generating a conjugated p-
system with a LUMO that occupies lower energy than free
anthraquinone or the DPPZ ligand. This is in line with the UV-
vis results where the LC band of Cu+-AnQ occurs at a more red,
lower energy wavelength than that of Cu+-DPPZ.

The reduction of the phenazine unit in Cu+-AnQ is shown at
E1/2 = −1.55 V vs. SCE, which exhibits 400 mV negative shi as
compared to the phenazine reduction of Cu+-DPPZ (−1.13 V vs.
SCE). The difference in the phenazine reduction potentials
between the two complexes is attributed to the negative charges
residing on the anthraquinone moiety of Cu+-AnQ2− which
makes it more difficult to further reduce the AnQ ligand.
Interestingly, both complexes show similar reduction potentials
for the blocking ligand mesPhen (−1.77 V vs. SCE for Cu+-AnQ
and −1.70 V vs. SCE for Cu+-DPPZ), indicating that in such Cu(I)
diimine complexes the reduction of one ligand has minimal
impact on the electrochemical behavior of the other ligand. It is
important to note that the rst three reductions of Cu+-AnQ all
occur on the AnQ ligand, demonstrating the capacity of the AnQ
ligand to store up to three electrons upon reduction. The
moderate reduction potentials for the anthraquinone moiety in
AnQ ligand opens up a pathway for (electro)chemical and
photochemical charge accumulation on the AnQ ligand.
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235 | 10223
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Spectroelectrochemical study of the reduced Cu
anthraquinone complex

To further study the charge accumulation of Cu+-AnQ and
obtain the optical signatures of the reduced species, we per-
formed spectroelectrochemical (SEC) studies with Cu+-AnQ
and Cu+-DPPZ. The singly reduced species Cu+-AnQ− was
generated by poising the potential at −0.80 V vs. SCE, about
270 mV beyond the reduction potential of the anthraquinone
moiety (see Fig. 2B). Subtracting the absorption spectrum of
Cu+-AnQ from that of Cu+-AnQ−, a difference absorption
spectrum (Fig. 3A, orange curve) corresponding to the singly
reduced species Cu+-AnQ− is obtained. The spectrum reveals
a depletion of the ligand-based band at 380 nm, indicating that
the reduction takes place at the AnQ ligand. Surprisingly, a very
wide ‘V-shaped’ absorption feature across a broad spectral
range from visible to near IR region is observed with the lowest
absorption at around 630 nm and a steady growth of absorp-
tion above 630 nm. Some distinctive features are captured,
which include peaks at 430 nm, 486 nm, 1008 nm and
a shoulder at 888 nm. These absorptions are derived from the
low energy ligand-based transitions of the reduced AnQ ligand.
In addition, the increase of the 400 to 550 region indicates that
the copper-based MLCT transition is preserved in the singly
reduced species and can be used for pumping a second elec-
tron to the anthraquinone center, enabling photochemical
charge accumulation.

The doubly reduced species Cu+-AnQ2− is afforded aer
stepping the potential to−1.40 V. As shown by the green trace in
Fig. 3 SEC study of (A) Cu+-AnQ and (B) Cu+-DPPZ in 0.1 M TBAPF6/anh
Ag pseudoreference electrode). The potential steps shown in the figure

10224 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235
Fig. 3A, Cu+-AnQ2− exhibits two equally-intense, relatively
narrow peaks centered at 804 nm and 871 nm, a small shoulder
at 727 nm, and a broad peak with weak intensity at 452 nm.
These features are attributed to the electronic transition taking
place on the doubly reduced AnQ ligand of Cu+-AnQ2−. Inter-
estingly, a slightly different bleach feature with respect to that of
Cu+-AnQ− is observed. The dip of the depletion of Cu+-AnQ2−

appears at 399 nm, which is red-shied by about 20 nm from
that of Cu+-AnQ−. The shi of the bleach band is a response to
the difference of the electronic structure between the singly
reduced and doubly reduced species and this feature can be
used as an additional marker to distinguish the state of
reduction of the complex.

Upon further reduction, the difference spectrum at −1.75 V
displays a new peak at 571 nm while other absorption features
assigned to the doubly reduced species diminish (Fig. 3A
magenta curve). This newly detected absorption band arises
from the triply reduced complex Cu+-AnQ3−, where the phena-
zine moiety is the main position that accepts the third electron,
forming an AnQ3− ligand. We can make this assignment and
conrm the reduction of the phenazine unit by comparison to
the SEC response of Cu+-DPPZ held at −1.40 V. As shown in
Fig. 3B, the singly reduced Cu+-DPPZ1− shows an intense
absorption at 568 nm with a spectral shape similar to that of
Cu+-AnQ3−. Comparing the results of Cu+-DPPZ1− with the third
reduction of Cu+-AnQ conrms that the rst two reduction
events are localized on the anthraquinone and the third occurs
at the phenazine unit.
ydrous acetonitrile (working: Pt mesh; counter: Pt wire; reference: Ag+/
are referenced to SCE.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 (A) Reduction ofCu+-AnQ. (B) UV-vis spectra ofCu+-AnQ treated with CoCp2 in CH3CN. (C) 1H NMR of the reduced species generated by
CoCp2. (Solvent: CD3CN; impurity is denoted by asterisk).

Edge Article Chemical Science
Chemical reduction of Cu+-AnQ

The reduced species Cu+-AnQ− and Cu+-AnQ2− can also be
afforded by chemical reduction. We observed that an acetoni-
trile solution of Cu+-AnQ changed color from orange to dark
orange and, nally green on titration with cobaltocene (CoCp2)
at room temperature under the protection of N2 (Fig. 4). The UV-
vis spectra of the titration show that complete conversion of
Cu+-AnQ to Cu+-AnQ− was achieved by about two equivalents of
CoCp2 and conversion to Cu+-AnQ2− required six equivalents of
CoCp2 (Fig. S22†). While reduction with CoCp2 is ideally stoi-
chiometric, excess CoCp2 was required in this case to complete
the reaction because of residual oxygen present in our experi-
mental set up. The UV-vis spectra of the chemically generated
Cu+-AnQ− and Cu+-AnQ2− are in good agreement with the
electrochemically generated species, which are characterized by
the increasingly intense absorption from 650 to 1100 nm for
Cu+-AnQ− and the two-peak feature from 700 to 1000 nm for
Cu+-AnQ2−. We observed that the doubly reduced species is
quite stable under inert atmosphere at room temperature, as
demonstrated by nearly identical UV-vis spectra between the
freshly generated solution and the solution stored under N2 for
two days (Fig. S23†).

To further characterize the structure of the reduced species,
1H NMR spectroscopy was performed with the reduced species
dissolved in CD3CN. In Fig. 4C, the spectra of Cu+-AnQ− and
Cu+-AnQ2− are compared with the as-synthesized complex Cu+-
AnQ. The singly reduced species Cu+-AnQ− displays only the
signals of the mesPhen protons in the aromatic region of the
spectrum, whereas the resonances of the protons of AnQ are
absent since the unpaired electron is localized on the anthra-
quinone moiety of Cu+-AnQ−.

The peaks of the mesPhen protons (HA, HB, HC) remain
almost unchanged in terms of peak width and position-
compared with those from Cu+-AnQ due to the lack of elec-
tronic coupling between the mesPhen and AnQ ligand. However,
the signals corresponding to the aromatic protons (HD) on the
mesityl groups are broadened and shied upeld to 5.93 ppm
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
with respect to 6.07 ppm in Cu+-AnQ, as a result of the mesityl
groups stacking with the AnQ ligand through p–p interaction
(see Fig. 1 above). Reduction of the AnQ ligand will accordingly
implement a stronger inuence on the NMR shis of the mesityl
protons (HD, HE andHF) than those of phenanthroline protons of
mesPhen. Indeed, the chemical shi of protons HE′

and HF′

of
Cu+-AnQ− are also broadened and shied upeld (HE′

1.59 ppm
and HF′

1.27 ppm) compared with the corresponding protons of
Cu+-AnQ (HE 1.77 ppm and HF 1.29 ppm) (Fig. S29†).

The 1H NMR spectrum of the doubly reduced Cu+-AnQ2−

reveals well-resolved peaks assignable to the protons from both
ligands, indicating the two unpaired spins are antiferromag-
netically coupled (singlet state) resulting in a diamagnetic
complex (green trace, Fig. 4B). Due to the anionic character of
the AnQ ligand, all the protons on AnQ are shied upeld in the
NMR spectra compared with Cu+-AnQ, while the chemical shis
of mesPhen protons are relatively unaffected. Looking at the
aliphatic region (Fig. S29†), the chemical shi of HF′′

is moved to
1.45 ppm with respect to HF of Cu+-AnQ (1.29 ppm) and HE′′

is
observed at 1.74 ppm, a 0.03 shi from 1.77 ppm of HE. The UV-
vis and NMR spectroscopy following chemical reduction clearly
establish the capacity of Cu+-AnQ to store multiple charges on
the ligand while maintaining the structural integrity of the
complexes, paving our way into photochemical charge
accumulation.
EPR spectroscopy of the reduced species

Additional direct evidence showing that the extra electrons of
the singly and doubly reduced species are localized on the
anthraquinone unit of the AnQ ligand was obtained by CW X-
band (9.7 GHz) EPR spectroscopy. The chemically generated
Cu+-AnQ− and Cu+-AnQ2− were prepared in 1 : 1 MeCN :
dichloromethane (DCM) mixture to facilitate glass formation at
100 K. The presence of DCM in the solution does not change the
speciation of the complex and the UV-vis spectra of the reduced
complexes in this solvent mixture is consistent with that ob-
tained in neat MeCN (Fig. S30†).
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235 | 10225



Fig. 5 (A) CW EPR spectra of Cu+-AnQ, Cu+-AnQ− and Cu+-AnQ2−. (B) Energy level of Cu+-AnQ, 2Cu+-AnQ−, 3Cu+-AnQ2− and 1Cu+-AnQ2−

and the spin density plot of 2Cu+-AnQ− and 3Cu+-AnQ2−.
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A comparison of the EPR spectra of parent complex Cu+-AnQ,
and reduced complexes Cu+-AnQ− and Cu+-AnQ2− is presented
in Fig. 5A. We detected no signs of paramagnetic Cu2+, another
evidence of the excellent stability of the reduced species. The
parent compound Cu+-AnQ shows no EPR signal, consistent
with the diamagnetic character of the Cu(I) complex.

The singly reduced Cu+-AnQ− shows a strong EPR signal
centered at gz 2.004–2.005 (orange spectrum in Fig. 5A), which
is in the expected range for an organic anthraquinone radical
anion without signicant spin density on heavier atoms (like
Cu) and is comparable to values reported for similar quinone
radical anions (Table S4†).66–68 The slight deviation from the free
electron value of ge = 2.002319 is mostly due to spin density on
the oxygen atoms.69 Indeed, the DFT calculations revealed that
the unpaired electron spin in Cu+-AnQ− is delocalized over the
anthraquinone moiety and the nitrogen containing bridging
phenazine ring (Fig. 5B). This g-tensor anisotropy is too small to
be resolved at X-band frequency. Moreover, the DFT calculation
of hyperne interactions showed three strongly coupled
magnetic nuclei, the two nitrogen atoms of the bridging ring
and one of the hydrogen atoms in the aryl ring between phen-
azine and quinone (see ESI Table S4†). This is consistent with
the observed partially resolved hyperne structure in Fig. 5A
since the most abundant isotopes of carbon (12C) and oxygen
(16O) are not magnetic and can be ignored. Based on the DFT
calculation, all other nuclei show weaker hyperne couplings.
In particular, the Cu nucleus shows hyperne couplings of less
than 1 MHz, which is expected since the unpaired spin density
is largely localized on the anthraquinone moiety of the
molecule.

The doubly reduced Cu+-AnQ2− is EPR silent (green spec-
trum, Fig. 5A). The DFT calculation (Fig. 5B) reveals that the
triplet spin state 3Cu+-AnQ2− is about 0.5 eV higher in energy
than the singlet 1Cu+-AnQ2−, corroborating that the two spins
on anthraquinone moiety are antiferromagnetically coupled,
resulting in a diamagnetic molecule. Interestingly, the spin
density plot of higher energy triplet state 3Cu+-AnQ2− presented
in Fig. 5B also preserves a major contribution from the oxygen
10226 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235
atoms, but greater spin density is located at the phenazine
nitrogen atoms than Cu+-AnQ−.

The experimental EPR data and the DFT calculations nicely
align with the other results and discussion above, allowing us to
conrm that the rst and second reduction of Cu+-AnQ occur at
the anthraquinone unit. As shown in the spin density plot
(Fig. 5B), both phenazine and anthraquinone units contribute
to the overall spin and a substantial fraction of the spin resides
on the oxygen-containing ring of the anthraquinone.
Photochemical charge accumulation with sacricial electron
donor

The capacity of Cu+-AnQ to accumulate multiple charges via
electrochemical and chemical methods motivated us to inves-
tigate photochemical charge accumulation with this complex
using 1,3-dimethyl-2-phenylbenzimidazoline (BIH) as a sacri-
cial electron donor (SED). BIH, with the rst oxidation potential
at +0.32 V vs. SCE,70–72 is a two electron one proton donor
(Scheme 2) and has been commonly used as a SED in the
photoreduction of CO2 and reduction of organic species.73 Upon
losing one electron, the radical cation BIHc+ is acidic and
donates one proton to an acceptor, resulting in the deproto-
nated BIc. This radical BIc is a potent reductant (E (BI+/BIc) =
−1.67 V vs. SCE) and will easily give away a second electron
forming BI+.

In a continuous photolysis experiment, Cu+-AnQ (0.2 mM)
and BIH (0.1 M) were mixed in the dark. Surprisingly, the UV-vis
spectrum of the mixture, compared with that of Cu+-AnQ, shows
a depletion at 384 nm and increase of absorption at l > 650 nm,
indicating the formation of singly reduced Cu+-AnQ− upon
addition of BIH in the dark (Fig. 6). In view of thermodynamics,
Scheme 2 Oxidation and deprotonation process of BIH.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Top: UV-vis spectra of Cu+-AnQ (blue line), Cu+-AnQ + BIH
with 0 min illumination (orange line), Cu+-AnQ + BIH with 20 min
illumination at 455 nm (green line). Bottom: UV-vis spectra of Cu+-
AnQ2− generated from chemical reduction (red line), and MeAnQ2−

generated from photoreduction by BIH with 455 nm illumination (dark
blue line). For all measurements, the concentrations of the complex,
MeAnQ and BIH in acetonitrile were 0.2 mM, ∼0.1 mM and 0.1 M,
respectively.
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BIH is not a strong enough reductant to donate one electron
and generate the singly reduced Cu+-AnQ− in the dark
(Fig. S34†). However, the counterintuitive reduction of Cu+-AnQ
by BIH can be rationalized by the extreme excess of BIH
compared to the complex (500 : 1) and possibly the formation of
a pre-assembly between BIH and Cu+-AnQ through p–p stack-
ing interactions. Similar phenomena has been observed in
previous examples using Ru(II) based photosensitizers.18,50

Upon illuminating Cu+-AnQ and BIH with 455 nm light for
20 min, a double-peaked feature at 804 nm and 880 nm, cor-
responding to Cu+-AnQ2−, was observed in the spectrum
(Fig. 6). The conversion of Cu+-AnQ to Cu+-AnQ2− is estimated
to be quantitative by comparison with the chemical reduction
presented in Fig. 4A. The AnQ ligand stays bound with the Cu
center aer being doubly reduced, which is supported by the
persistent Cu(I) MLCT band in this experiment. The intensity of
the absorption band of Cu+-AnQ2− in the photolysis experiment
showed only small decrease aer being stored under room light
for 24 h (Fig. S31A†), demonstrating the stability of the doubly
reduced complex in the presence of excessive SED. In contrast,
the illumination of a Cu+-AnQ solution without BIH revealed no
change in the UV-vis spectrum (Fig. S32†), demonstrating the
photostability of Cu+-AnQ and the role of BIH as an electron
source.

The control experiment in the dark was performed with the
same solution of Cu+-AnQ with excess BIH and aer 40 minutes
a slight increase in the intensity of features at 804 nm, 880 nm
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
and 1008 nm were observed (Fig. S31A†), which shows that
a small amount of Cu+-AnQ− and Cu+-AnQ2− is generated even
in the dark. By comparing these spectra to the chemically
reduced spectra shown in Fig. 4, the estimated conversion of
Cu+-AnQ to Cu+-AnQ2− in the dark, however, is only about 10%
and the concentration of the reduced species are largely
unchanged aer 24 hours in the dark under N2 (Fig. S31A†). We
propose that the formation of Cu+-AnQ2− without light derives
from either the disproportionation of the singly reduced species
into doubly reduced species (see the DFT calculation and
discussion below), or hydrogen atom transfer from BIHc+

species. Therefore, the dark process is also present in the
reaction scheme, although it is evident that under illumination
Cu+-AnQ can be fully converted into the doubly reduced
complex in a short time, conrming photodriven intra-
molecular charge accumulation. Additionally, this photochem-
ical charge accumulation is fully reversible, as demonstrated by
exposure of light- and BIH-generated Cu+-AnQ2− to air for 30
minutes (Fig. S31A†). In this experiment, we observed that the
spectral features belonging to Cu+-AnQ2− disappeared and only
the features assigned to Cu+-AnQ− remain. The complex was not
fully converted back to the Cu+-AnQ ground state, likely because
of the large amount of BIH present in solution, but there is no
noticeable bleaching in the MLCT band (455 nm), indicating
the complex stays intact during oxidation by O2 and the process
of photochemical charge accumulation is reversible.

Next, we examined the possibility of achieving photochem-
ical charge accumulation of Cu+-AnQ with decreased amount of
BIH. In terms of the thermal reduction process of Cu+-AnQ to
Cu+-AnQ− by BIH, we noticed that such process can be
depressed by lowering the concentration of BIH. As shown in
Fig. S33,† the amount of Cu+-AnQ− generated in the dark
process when BIH is at 10 mM is estimated to be about 10% of
the total quantity of the complex based on the intensity of the
absorption bands. In contrast, there was more than 90% of
conversion of Cu+-AnQ into Cu+-AnQ− in the dark when the
concentration of BIH was raised to 0.1 M. Looking at the
photolysis step, the rate of charge accumulation declined as the
concentration of BIH decreases. The time for the photo-
generated doubly reduced species to reach maximum is 18 min,
21 min and 40 min with [BIH] = 50 mM, 10 mM and 5 mM,
respectively. Notably, when the concentration of BIH is lowered
to 1 mM, only the singly reduced species Cu+-AnQ− was
generated. This can be accounted for by the decreased BIH
concentration leading to lower driving force for photoreduction
so that other reaction pathways, such as photodegradation and
comproportionation, outperform the charge accumulation.
Overall, we can conrm the photodriven nature of the charge
accumulation of Cu+-AnQ by BIH although we acknowledge that
it is complicated by a variety of thermal processes due to the
strong reducing power of BIH, coupled proton transfer, and
possible pre-assembly between BIH and Cu+-AnQ.

The important task that remains is to understand the
interactions between the Cu(I) center and the ligand of Cu+-AnQ
in the observed photochemical charge accumulation to conrm
that the Cu(I) center is indeed functioning as a light absorber in
this process. To this end, we subjected the methylated ligand
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235 | 10227
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MeAnQ to similar photolysis experiments as for the Cu+-AnQ
complex. The methyl groups do not signicantly change the
electronic properties of MeAnQ compared with those of Cu+-
AnQ, as is evidenced by the comparable electrochemical and
optical behaviors to those derived from the ligand in Cu+-AnQ
(Fig. 2A, S18, S20 and S31†). As in the case of Cu+-AnQ, adding
BIH to an acetonitrile solution of MeAnQ resulted in the
formation of singly reduced MeAnQ−, and illumination of the
mixture with 455 nm light led to the doubly reduced species
MeAnQ2− (Fig. S31C†). This indicates that the ligand on its own
is also photoactive and functions as a chromophore to absorb
light which enables photochemical charge accumulation. As
both neutral and singly reduced species of MeAnQ exhibit some
absorption at around 450 nm in the UV-vis spectra (Fig. 2A,
S20†), the ligand can be excited with the 455 nm LED via the red
edge of its p/ p* electronic transition. The excited state of the
ligand presumably has lower energy than BIH and can be
reductively quenched by BIH, generating the doubly reduced
anthraquinone moiety (Fig. S34†).

To isolate the contribution of the Cu center in the process of
the photochemical charge accumulation, we changed the
sacricial electron donor from BIH to triethylamine (TEA),
0.1 M in solution. TEA has a much higher oxidation potential in
acetonitrile than BIH (E (TEA+/TEA)z +0.8 V vs. SCE vs. E (BIH+/
BIH) = +0.32 V vs. SCE, see Fig. S19 and S34†). As is shown in
Fig. S31D,† no thermal reduction of MeAnQ to MeAnQ− was
observed upon mixing the ligand with TEA and the features of
MeAnQ2− were not present during the photolysis of MeAnQ with
TEA, but instead a new band centered at 525 nm and a depletion
at 400 nmwere noted. Considering the fact that this new feature
is slightly blue-shied with respect to the feature of the phen-
azine radical (lmax= 591 nm, Fig. S20†) and an almost complete
recovery of the spectrum of the starting material was observed
aer introducing air into the reaction mixture (Fig. S31D†), the
absorption at 525 nm is reminiscent of the protonated phena-
zine anion where the protons are derived from degradation of
TEA74,75 or trace water aer photoinduced electron transfer.
Similar species have been observed by the MacDonnell group
with a series of phenazine-containing Ru complexes or ligands,
and the protonated doubly reduced species exhibit absorption
in the range of 500–600 nm, bluer than the singly reduced
phenazine radicals.76,77 Although the thermodynamics of
phenazine and anthraquinone in MeAnQ dictates that phena-
zine anion should not be generated, certain photochemical
pathway via a ligand-centered transition relevant to the phen-
azine moiety could presumably be accessed when coupled with
protonation. Nonetheless, a detailed investigation of this
process is out of the scope of this study. Switching to the
photolysis of Cu+-AnQ with TEA (Fig. S31D†), generation of Cu+-
AnQ2− was detected, based on the increase of absorption at
800 nm and 880 nm, but complete formation of the doubly
reduced complex required longer illumination times with TEA
than for BIH (240 vs. 20 minutes). Other features at 550 nm and
730 nm were also captured in the spectrum of the photolysis,
suggesting multiple products of this reaction. The absorption at
730 nm is derived from the doubly reduced species interacting
with residual water in the reaction mixture through hydrogen-
10228 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235
bonding (the triethylamine was not dried prior to use). The
same absorption can be reproduced in the spectroelec-
trochemical experiment of Cu+-AnQ when a small amount of
water was added into the solution (Fig. S21†), which exhibited
a broad featureless band at 730 nm and a bleaching at 400 nm.
The formation of the doubly reduced species using TEA
conrms the role of the Cu center as a chromophore that
absorbs visible light and transfers its excited electron to the
anthraquinone acceptor toward photochemical charge
accumulation.
Protonation state of the doubly reduced species generated in
the photochemical charge accumulation with BIH

Since BIH is a proton donor in addition to an electron donor
(Scheme 3), and quinones are well-known to be good proton
acceptors,13,14 we wanted to specically investigate the ability of
the reduced AnQ ligand to accept the proton from BIHc+. A
mixture of Cu+-AnQ and BIH was dissolved in CD3CN and the
resultant mixture was illuminated with 455 nm light for 30
minutes, during which time the reaction was monitored by UV-
vis to ensure the complete transformation of the starting
material to the doubly reduced species, and NMR spectroscopy
was used to identify the nal product. Fig. 7 shows that the
photoreduced product has comparable NMR signals with that
of Cu+-AnQ2− afforded by the chemical reduction of CoCp2, with
the addition of a well-resolved singlet peak at 14.88 ppm that
integrates to exactly one proton. The same NMR features can be
reproduced by treating the chemically generated Cu+-AnQ2−

with one equivalent of triuoroacetic acid (TFA), and the “D2O
shake” experiment demonstrates that the proton is exchange-
able with the deuterium of D2O as it completely disappears aer
the addition of D2O. We interpret these results as the newly
observed peak arising from a monoprotonated, doubly reduced
photoproduct Cu+-AnQH−. Notably, the 14.88 ppm signal of
Cu+-AnQH− is similar to the d(OH) (14.9 ppm in CDCl3) of the
structurally-analogous 10-hydroxybenzo[h]quinoline.78,79 The
drastic down eld shi of the proton signal indicates that the
proton of Cu+-AnQH− should bond with the O or N atom inside
the bay area of the AnQ ligand forming an intramolecular H
bonding of –OH/N. Interestingly, the protonation does not
shi the other proton resonances from the parent complex, as
no apparent change in the peak position of Cu+-AnQH− is
observed with respect to the signals from Cu+-AnQ2− which
suggests a weak electrostatic interaction of the proton with the
reduced ligand leading to little distortion of the electron density
of the complex.

The structure of Cu+-AnQH− is further revealed by rotating
frame Overhauser effect spectroscopy (ROESY). In our rst
attempt at this measurement, the acetonitrile-d3 solution of
Cu+-AnQ was illuminated using the same conditions for the
above experiments, however we observed the crystallization of
the photoproduct in the reaction mixture within several hours.
The low solubility of the product in acetonitrile prevented us
from performing a prolonged NMR measurement. Therefore,
we changed the solvent to DMSO-d6 which solubilized the
photoreduced product throughout the measurement. The UV-
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 3 Square diagram of possible protonation and reduction events starting from Cu+-AnQ. Experimental E values in blue; calculated E and
pKa in red; calculated comproportionation or disproportionation values in green.

Fig. 7 Comparison of the 1H NMR spectra of Cu+-AnQ2− (purple line),
Cu+-AnQH− generated by Cp2Co and 1 eq. trifluoroacetic acid (red
line), Cu+-AnQH− generated by 30 minutes illumination with BIH (teal
line), Cu+-AnQD− generated by BIH with 30 min illumination and then
added with one drop of D2O (green line). Illumination with 455 nm
light; concentrations of the complex and BIH were kept at 0.2 mM and
0.1 M, respectively, in CD3CN.
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vis and NMR spectra (Fig. S39–S42†) unambiguously demon-
strated that the complex undergoes the same photoreduction in
DMSO as in acetonitrile, which generates the doubly reduced
monoprotonated Cu+-AnQH−. The 2D and 1D ROESY spectra of
the resultant mixture in DMSO-d6 reveals that the proton that
appears at 14.9 ppm is correlated with the H3 proton, the one
close to the bay of the ligand (Fig. 8A and C). Apart from that, no
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
additional coupling of the 14.9 ppm proton with other nuclei
was observed. This conrms that the O or N atom in the bay of
the ligand accepts the proton during photoreduction and,
importantly, intramolecular hydrogen bonding exists between
the proton and an acceptor atom leading to a stabilized six-
membered ring within the bay.

Single crystal X-ray diffraction was used to determine the
solid-state structure of the dark crystals obtained from the
acetonitrile-d3 solution of the photoreduced species. As is
shown in Fig. 8B, the crystal structure clearly shows a tautome-
rization between the enol form (H14) and keto form (H5) of Cu+-
AnQH−, with an approximate 2 : 3 ratio of the enol and similar
energy levels in the energy surface and both the protonation
states are produced in the ground state structure. Indeed, DFT
calculations (Fig. S44†) were used to investigate the energy of
the four possible monoprotonated species (H on N5, N6, O1 or
O2), and reveals that Cu+-AnQH−

O1 shows the lowest energy
although the DG between Cu+-AnQH−

O1 and Cu+-AnQH−
N5 is

only 1.5 kcal mol−1. A previous study shows that the installation
of electron withdrawing groups on specic positions of HBQ
can modulate the relative energy level of the enol and keto
isomers.80 By the same token, the similar energetics of the two
isomers of Cu+-AnQH− can be attributed to the extended p-
conjugation of AnQ which reduces the electron density of the
reduced ligand by distributing the extra charge over the p

system (see EPR section). Another key observation from the
crystal structure is the difference of C–O bond distances in the
AnQ ligand. Since only one proton is associated with the
anthraquinone unit of the AnQ ligand, the two C–O bonds show
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235 | 10229



Fig. 8 (A) Molecular structure of the enol form of themonoprotonatedCu+-AnQH−. (B) ORTEP diagram ofCu+-AnQH− (50% thermal ellipsoids;
all the hydrogen atoms except for H5 and H14 are omitted for clarity). Tautomerization of the proton, affording the keto and enol forms, is
exhibited as substitution disorder in the crystal structure where the proton of the keto form is labeled as H5 and the proton of the enol form is
labeled as H14. The relative ratio of the keto and enol tautomer is 3 : 2. (C) ROESY spectrumof photogeneratedCu+-AnQH− in DMSO-d6 showing
the correlation of the exchangeable proton (14.9 ppm) with other protons in the parent complex. Inset: comparison of the 1H NMR and 1D ROESY
spectra from 8.0 ppm to 9.5 ppm. Complex Cu+-AnQH− was produced by illuminating a DMSO-d6 solution of 0.5 mM Cu+-AnQ and 0.1 M BIH
with 455 nm light for 4 hours.
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very different lengths in the crystal structure. The distance of C–
O1 is 1.300(3) Å which is slightly shorter than the normal range
of C–O bond lengths for hydroquinones (∼1.35 Å)81,82 but much
longer than the C]O groups in quinones (∼1.23 Å).21 However,
the C–O2 bond is much shorter (1.255(3) Å) than C–O1 due to its
deprotonation and falls in the range of carbonyl groups found
in quinones.21 Based on the bond distances, the nature of
bonding of C–O1 should be single bond and C–O2 be double
bond.

DFT calculated pKa and E of the Cu-AnQ intermediates

Photoinitiated charge accumulation by Cu+-AnQ presumably
occurs via several proton and electron transfer steps, and we
therefore employed DFT calculations to quantify the pKa and
reduction potential E values of the protonated intermediates.
Full calculation details are presented in the ESI,† and Scheme 3
summarizes the experimental and calculated reduction and
protonation processes following photoexcitation of Cu+-AnQ.
The calculated reduction potentials of the unprotonated redox
couples, Cu+-AnQ0/1− and Cu-AnQ−/2−, are in good agreement
with the experimental values, differing by only 10–20 mV. The
large difference in the reduction potentials of the two redox
couples results in comproportionation of Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-
AnQ2−, generating Cu+-AnQ−; the equilibrium constant Kc1 for
the comproportionation is calculated as 8.8 × 108.83

The vertical direction of Scheme 3 shows protonation of the
Cu complexes. In general, as reduction occurs from Cu+-AnQ,
we observe an increase in the pKa values, demonstrating an
increase of basicity as the complex is reduced. Specically, the
pKa values of the as-synthesized complex Cu+-AnQ, the singly
reduced Cu+-AnQ− and the doubly reduced Cu+-AnQ2− are−4.7,
14.1 and 29.2, respectively. Comparing with the pKa of radical
10230 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235
BIHc+ (14.4 (ref. 70–72)), Cu+-AnQ is highly unlikely to be
protonated under the conditions in which the photoreduction
experiment was conducted. The proton transfer from BIHc+ to
Cu+-AnQ− should have lower thermodynamic barrier, but due to
the similar pKa values, this process is still uphill which results
in slow proton transfer and generating only small amount of
Cu+-AnQH. The doubly reduced species should be easily
protonated by BIHc+, producing Cu+-AnQH−.

The DFT calculations show that the reduction potentials of
the protonated complexes are shied positively compared to
their unprotonated analogs. Specically, the E (Cu+-AnQH+/Cu+-
AnQH) and E (Cu+-AnQH/Cu+-AnQH−) are calculated as 0.24 V
and−0.47 V vs. SCE, respectively, which are positively shied by
∼600 mV with respect to the corresponding reductions of the
deprotonated species. The positive change of the potential can
be explained by the stabilization effect of the associated proton
on the reduced complexes. The calculations also show that the
reduction of the singly reduced, monoprotonated complex Cu+-
AnQH occurs at a more positive potential than the reduction of
the starting complex: Cu+-AnQ (E (Cu+-AnQH/Cu+-AnQH−) =

−0.47 V and E (Cu+-AnQ/Cu+-AnQ−) = −0.51 V). This potential
inversion has been previously observed by other studies with Ru
complexes21,84,85 and has been regarded as an important strategy
to achieve photoinduced charge accumulation at mild poten-
tials in photoactive supramolecular assemblies.7

Further protonation of Cu+-AnQH− to form Cu+-AnQH2 is
possible at a moderate pKa4 (14.7) for Cu

+-AnQH2. This suggests
that Cu+-AnQH− is less basic than Cu+-AnQ2−. However, under
reaction conditions limited by BIHc+ concentration, as in the
case of the photolysis experiment, any Cu+-AnQH2 that is
generated has a propensity to react with Cu+-AnQ2− in a com-
proportionation reaction to yield Cu+-AnQH−. The extremely
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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high driving force for the comproportionation reaction (Kc2 =

3.7 × 1014) is a reasonable explanation for the observation of
Cu+-AnQH− as the major product in photochemical charge
accumulation experiment.

The thermodynamic data provide insights into the process
which generates the doubly reducedmonoprotonated species in
the dark. This is related to the disproportionation of the
monoprotonated singly reduced Cu+-AnQH into Cu+-AnQ and
Cu+-AnQH2. With the pKa and reduction potential E, the equi-
librium constant of the disproportionation of Cu+-AnQH is
estimated to be 3.2 × 107. The moderate Kd indicates that Cu+-
AnQH, derived from the protonation of Cu+-AnQ− by BIHc+, is
highly inclined to undergo disproportionation and affords Cu+-
AnQ and Cu+-AnQH2. The subsequent reaction involves proton
transfer from Cu+-AnQH2 to Cu+-AnQ2−, producing Cu+-AnQH.
Although the disproportionation of the protonated Cu species
does not require light, the major pathway for charge accumu-
lation should be photochemical. This is based on the fact that
the complete conversion of Cu+-AnQ to Cu+-AnQH− is only
realized under illumination (vide supra). Overall, the calculated
pKa and E agree well with what we observed in the experimental
results which shows the Cu+-AnQH− is the nal product.

Discussion
Reaction pathway of the photochemical charge accumulation

Based on the experimental and computational results, we are
now equipped to propose a mechanism of the photochemical
charge accumulation of Cu+-AnQ using BIH as a sacricial
electron donor, summarized in Scheme 4. First, the reduction of
Cu+-AnQ to Cu+-AnQ− undergoes via thermal-driven mecha-
nism or photodriven mechanism depending on the concentra-
tion of BIH in the reaction mixture. Since we observe quite
efficient formation of Cu+-AnQ− upon introduction of a large
excess of BIH, even prior to illumination, we attribute it to pre-
assembly of BIH with the complex resulting in thermal-induced
electron transfer generating Cu+-AnQ−. However, as [BIH]
decreases, we observe less reduction in the dark and more Cu+-
AnQ− is afforded by photodriven process due to the lower
propensity of pre-assembly formation under these conditions.

The following steps involve two diverging pathways, either
the photoinduced pathway or thermal-induced pathway. The
photoinduced pathway is comprised of the photoexcitation of
Cu center, intramolecular electron transfer (ET) from Cu*+ to
AnQ−, intermolecular electron transfer from BIH to Cu2+ and
protonation (PT) of AnQ2− by BIHc+. We hypothesize this
pathway as the major contributing factor to drive charge accu-
mulation reaction to completion. As shown in Fig. 6 and S31,†
excitation with 455 nm light accelerates the formation of Cu+-
AnQ2−, resulting in a quantitative generation of the doubly
reduced species. However, this species is only afforded at very
low yield in the dark (Fig. S31†). Although excitation of the
copper-based MLCT initiates intramolecular photoinduced
electron transfer from the Cu(I) excited state to the AnQ− ligand
which generates Cu2+-AnQ2−, we do not observe this interme-
diate, likely because the Cu2+ center is a very good electron
acceptor for BIH (or BIHc+) which rapidly forms Cu+-AnQ2−.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
This intermediate is highly basic (pKa3 29.2) and readily accepts
an electron from BIHc+ that is generated from previous electron
transfer steps and nally yields Cu+-AnQH−.

The thermal-induced pathway includes three possible
mechanisms: PT-D-PT, PT-ET, and HAT process (Scheme 4), and
we propose that these three pathways are all kinetically slower
than the photoinduced pathway. The rst two thermal pathways
start with a common intermolecular proton transfer (PT) from
BIHc+ to AnQ−. The subsequent steps bifurcate into either
electron transfer (ET) from radical BIc to Cu+-AnQH, or dispro-
portionation (D) of Cu+-AnQH into Cu+-AnQ and Cu+-AnQH2,
and proton transfer (PT) from Cu+-AnQH2 to Cu+-AnQ2−. The
rate of these two pathways can be greatly limited by the rst PT
step owing to the slightly uphill thermodynamics. Considering
the pKa of the two individual species, the small DpKa between
BIHc+ and Cu+-AnQH− suggests that the proton transfer to Cu+-
AnQ− has a small thermodynamic driving force. It has been
reported that the rate of deprotonation of BIHc+ is linearly
dependent on the pKa of the conjugate acid of the proton
acceptor, and with a small DpKa (<2 units) the proton transfer
from BIHc+ to proton acceptor shows a rate constant of 103 M−1

s−1.70 On the other hand, the (photoinduced) electron transfer
from BIH to Cu+-AnQ− is estimated to be kinetically efficient
based on reported rate constants for photoinduced electron
transfer from BIH to similar Cu(I) diimine complexes, on the
order of 109 M−1 s−1.86–88 Further support for a fast electron
transfer step comes from a closely related example in a molec-
ular copper purpurin chromophore with an anthraquinone
moiety that undergoes photoinduced electron transfer with BIH
with a quenching rate constant of 9.23 × 109 M−1 s−1.86

Therefore, these studies suggest that the photodriven reduction
of Cu+-AnQ− by BIH should outcompete the proton transfer of
BIHc+ to Cu+-AnQ−.

The third possible thermal pathway could proceed through
a hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) mechanism which directly
transfers a Hc from BIHc+ to Cu+-AnQ−, forming Cu+-AnQH−.
Such mechanism has been observed in photochemical CO2

reduction involving proton-donating organic sacricial electron
donors89,90 and photoreduction of phenanthrenequinone by
alcohols.91 Considering the pKa and E of the Cu species and
BIHc+, the DG for the HAT pathway is estimated to be −1.50 eV
(Scheme S4†), indicating a viable pathway for the thermal-
induced charge accumulation. However, compared with the
photoinduced ET-PT process, we deduce that such HAT process
could also be kinetically inefficient as indicated by the literature
precedents.92,93 Accordingly, the slower kinetics of the thermal-
induced pathways than the photoinduced pathway implies that
a sequential electron transfer then proton transfer process
consisting of the photoinduced reduction of Cu+-AnQ− and the
ensuing formation of Cu+-AnQH− is the most viable mechanism
for the accumulation of the second charge.
Solar energy storage by the Cu anthraquinone system

An important outcome of understanding how molecular
systems can be designed for photochemical charge accumula-
tion is to be able to utilize the system to collect multiple redox
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10219–10235 | 10231



Scheme 4 Proposed reaction mechanism of charge accumulation of Cu+-AnQ with BIH. PT = proton transfer; ET = electron transfer; D =

disproportionation; HAT = hydrogen atom transfer.
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equivalents following photoexcitation and perform multi-
electron catalysis so that the absorbed energy can be con-
verted into value-added chemicals or fuels. It is, therefore,
crucial for the molecular system to not only efficiently accu-
mulate charges but also absorb solar energy with low energy
loss. Based on the redox potential and pKa values obtained in
the experiment and calculation, we have calculated the DG for
the following three processes (Scheme 5, see ESI† for calcula-
tion details), i.e., single electron transfer (reaction 1), double
electron transfer (reaction 2) and PCET process (reaction 3), in
order to assess the capacity of energy storage of Cu+-AnQ during
photochemical charge accumulation. To simplify this discus-
sion, we only consider photodriven reaction, i.e., assuming the
rst and second reductions only involve photoexcitation.

For reduction-only processes (reactions 1 and 2), the single
electron transfer moves one electron from BIH to Cu complex
and stores energy of 0.85 eV in Cu+-AnQ−. A second electron
transfer increases the total energy accumulated in Cu+-AnQ2− to
2.22 eV. The energy stored in the Cu-AnQ system is lower than
the previously-reported Ru(II) triarylamine anthraquinone
pentad complex, which contains similar anthraquinone group
Scheme 5 Reactions and the change of free energy of the photoin-
duced single ET, double ET and PCET processes between Cu+-AnQ
and BIH.
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as the charge accumulation site.21,22 The Ru pentad system
transfers electron from triarylamine to anthraquinone under
photochemical conditions and stored substantial amount of
energy in the deprotonated doubly reduced species (DG = 3.56
eV). We attribute the lower energy storage in our deprotonated
species than the Ru pentad complex to the change of the energy
level of the electron donors and acceptors. First, the energy of
the electron donor (BIH) used with Cu+-AnQ is higher than that
of the Ru pentad (the electron donor in Ru pentad is triaryl-
amine with Eox = 0.70 V vs. SCE and the BIH Eox = 0.32 V vs.
SCE), making it easier for BIH to donate electrons to the AnQ
moiety than triethylamine and thus limits the energy capacity of
the system. Second, the extended p-conjugation of the AnQ
ligand in Cu+-AnQ decreases the energy level of the electron
acceptor, rendering the reduction potential of the AnQ ligand
more positive (E (AnQ0/1−) = −0.53 V vs. SCE, E (AnQ−/2−) =
−1.05 V vs. SCE) than the reduction potential of anthraquinone
in the Ru pentad (E (AQ0/1−) = −0.81 V vs. SCE, E (AQ1−/2−) =
−1.31 V vs. SCE). This is ascribed to the fact that the anthra-
quinone in the Ru pentad complex are linked by an aryl group;
the connection between the anthraquinone and the Ru chro-
mophore is not a conjugated p-system. This allows the
anthraquinone moiety in the Ru pentad to maintain its elec-
tronic properties close to a discrete molecule and preserve
higher energetics in the system.

Considering the effect of protonation (reaction 3), however,
the difference in potential energy stored between the two
systems becomes less remarkable. As shown in Scheme 5,
protonation of Cu+-AnQ2− dramatically stabilizes the doubly
reduced species, reducing the stored energy to 1.35 eV. Whereas
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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for the Ru pentad, the energy loss resulting from the proton-
ation is about 2 eV, reducing the total stored energy down to
1.51 eV. The lower energy loss observed here for the Cu-AnQ
complex can be explained by the fact that the photoproduct of
the Cu-AnQ system is monoprotonated due to the low basicity of
Cu+-AnQH− (pKa = 14.7 for Cu+-AnQH2), while the nal
photoproduct of Ru pentad, according to the authors, is
a diprotonated species (AQH2, pKa was estimated to be 29.3).
This demonstrates a unique strategy to preserve the solar energy
accumulated in the molecular system by tuning the basicity and
structure of the reduced species to control the protonation state
of the product.

Conclusions

In summary, we have described the synthesis and complete
characterization of the rst photoactive earth-abundant Cu(I)
diimine complex, Cu+-AnQ, that is effective for long-lived and
stable photochemical charge accumulation. Electrochemical
characterization (CV and SEC) conrms that the AnQ ligand can
reversibly accept up to three electrons in the p system of the
ligand under electrochemical conditions. The singly reduced
Cu+-AnQ− and the doubly reduced species Cu+-AnQ2− were also
generated by chemical reduction and characterized by NMR,
EPR and DFT calculations which uncover that the accumulated
electrons of the singly and doubly reduced products reside
mainly on the anthraquinone moiety. Regeneration of the Cu+-
AnQ complex upon exposure of the reduced products to air
demonstrates the reversibility of the charge accumulation
process with the Cu system and opens the door for its study on
photochemical charge accumulation. Continuous photolysis of
Cu+-AnQ in acetonitrile in the presence of BIH as sacricial
electron donor exhibits photodriven reduction of the AnQ
ligand by BIH. The structure of the photoproduct is conclusively
determined by NMR and X-ray crystallography as the monop-
rotonated, doubly reduced Cu+-AnQH−. Computational inves-
tigation of the thermodynamics of the possible intermediates of
the Cu-AnQ system suggests that an ET process generating Cu+-
AnQ− and a subsequent ET-PT process is the probable reaction
pathway in which the photochemical charge accumulation
occurs. The experimental characterization and DFT calculations
allow us to estimate that the energy stored in the photochemical
charge accumulation by Cu+-AnQH− is 1.34 eV.

This work demonstrates that the protonation state and
location of a photo- or electrochemically reduced species can be
controlled by ligand design and proton stabilization via intra-
molecular hydrogen bonding interactions. Such control of the
protonation state can be a potentially universal strategy to
preserve harnessed solar energy in a molecular assembly for
photochemical charge accumulation. Furthermore, the ability
of Cu+-AnQ to achieve photochemical charge accumulation is
reminiscent of the biological electron transfer molecule plas-
toquinone (PQ) in photosystem II. Like the photosystem
converts the solar energy into reduction equivalents that are
utilized for biological CO2 reduction, it is interesting to further
investigate reactions that exploit the accumulated charges by
the Cu anthraquinone complex to achieve solar energy
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
conversion. Ongoing work in our group is focused on time-
resolved studies to evaluate how ultrafast kinetics of charge
separation inuences longer-timescale charge accumulation
and protonation events. Additionally, given the exciting poten-
tial for quinone compounds for direct electrochemical capture
of CO2,94,95 we are pursuing this and related systems in the
context of photocatalytic CO2 capture and sequestration.
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